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A La Carte Services 
 
What services are included in Day of Wedding Coordination? 
This is perfect for the (DIY) Do-Tt-Yourself couples and families who planned the 
wedding themselves and want to enjoy the day without any hassle. With our 
services, you can relax and enjoy the day knowing that your plans will be 
executed flawlessly. This package includes but is not limited to: 

- Meeting with you prior to the wedding to run through the vision, 
expectations, etc. 

- Step by step timeline (show-flow) of the wedding. 
- Phone consultation with all vendors prior to the wedding to review 

expectations and timeline. 
- Working closely with vendors on the day of to ensure that everything 

runs smoothly. 
- Up to 10 hours of onsite management including staging and decorating. 
- Ensuring that all gifts are delivered to your designated destination 

within scheduled timeframe. 
- Unlimited texts and emails prior to wedding. 

                                                                 Package starts at $799 
 
What are included in the DJ & MC Services? 
Our DJ will help to make your dream a reality by keeping you and your guests 
entertained. Package includes:   

- Full set -up of two subs, two speakers, 2 wireless mics, DJ façade and 
basic lights. 

- Dressing appropriately. 
- 30 minutes phone consultation prior to the event.  
- Arriving 30 -60 minutes prior for set-up. 
- Access to millions of songs 
- Catering to you and your guests by playing the songs that you want and 

taking request (We have online access to millions of songs) 
- Reading the crowd and keeping the momentum 

We believe that the music really helps to MAKE the party. 
                                                                                     Package starts at $1199 
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What are included in the Photobooth services? 
Our open-air photobooth add a touch of elegance and décor to your event. The 
backdrop is designed to match your color and/or your theme. Plus, we can add a 
red carpet and gold or silver stanchions to make you and your guest feel like 
celebrities. Services also include:  

- Custom design on photo paper to match theme 
- Option of 4x6 or 2x6 strips 
- One Attendant 
- Up to 4 hours of fun and pictures 
- All props 
- Unlimited prints 
- All digital images shared within 2 business days after the wedding 
                                                               Package starts at $499.00 

 
 
What services are included in Full Wedding Planning? 
With this package, we are there with you through the planning process. Service 
includes: 

- Full wedding project plan including monthly/weekly updates 
- Vendor suggestion and selections 
- Budget management 
- Contract management 
- Decorations, staging and designs 
- Wedding day timeline 
- Day of Coordination 

From deciding your goals/themes, choosing the ideal venue, caterers, save the 
date, invitations, DJ, videographer, photographer, officiant, choosing your color 
palettes, decorations/design, florist, car service, bridal/tuxedo designs, 
centerpieces, favors, etc. to the end of the event. We specialize in ensuring that 
you stay on budget and wowing your guest with nothing but elegance. 

                                               Package starts at $2200 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


